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No Turning Back

Coventry students have a variety of interests and aspirations. Here we see Jen Cook living up to her name. Joe Roch and Amy Barlow show their dramatic abilities. CHS students are always prepared to smile. Underclassmen are often forced to ride the buses to get to school on time.
Coventry High, fasten your seat-belts for a journey into time through the 1997-1998 school year. As we travel through time we first see our freshmen, with their gleaming faces entering our the school for the first time. They eagerly try to learn the time table and rotation of periods. Then we meet our new assistant principal, Mr. Canole, and a few brand-new, fresh, teachers, also new additions to our school. The 1998 senior class is comfortable with the old atmosphere of the school and are prepared for the memories to come. They quickly adjust to the new time schedule and the new parking policies. The hallways are theirs, or at least they try to control the heavy traffic of the underclassmen. The freshmen have their locker sized back packs and usually take up most of the space, making those behind them late for class. Time may fly by for those always trying to get a head. But for those on top of things, only time will tell what will happen next.

CHS students find a way to be happy despite the rainy Homecoming weather. Kim Johnson seems pleasantly surprised by the camera. Lisa Ferretti, Derrick McLaughlin, Ryan Hall, Kendra Lonquist and Heather Piasczyk were there to welcome the new freshmen class.
Jodi “Pez” Pesatauro and Kerri “Hack” Hachadorian intimidated their opponents with war paint. Apparently, it worked, Lady Oakers Soccer won the championship. Steve Matteson gives the camera a sweet and innocent glance. Morgan Houck, Kendra Crowley, Jessica Pitochelli, and Derrick McLaughlin are all proud of the success of the school store.

The Freshmen class had a roof over their heads to protect them from the downpour. Sam Stevens says, “You can take my picture, just NOT when I’m eating!” Sorry, too late Sam.
Sue Colucci and Lara Gast show their school spirit. The Junior class float had a football theme, it's too bad our football team didn't. The Seniors always have the most fun at Homecoming. It must be the three years of experience in planning.

These three sophomores knew where the most attention could be attracted! John George, Nick Foehr, Dave Chianese and Keith Peterson know how to bundle up.
Like time through the hour glass...

months fly by and CHS students find themselves thrown into the future. The past is like a shadow—never very far from us. Referring to memories, students look at their accomplishments and are proud. Those who had the luxury of time to lounge around, listened to WCVY. While others, like the JROTC and class office holders, meet to enrich their futures. DECA goes the distance for those who are in need, while the yearbook staff records the past for students to look back on in the future. Our student athletes take home championships and state titles. At the same time, students make friends that will last the test of time. With all sorts of students, with all different backgrounds, CHS is a great foundation for the future. Time may move on but memories never go away.

Stacey Emmett and Jeanne LaMontagne have high spirits while they try to keep the balloons from popping. Shaun Hennessey takes time out of his busy schedule of joking around to smile for the camera. Jonathon Ayliffe-Jessop cries, “I’m wet, I’m cold, hug me!”
So many memories have been compacted into such a short time. From the start, as Seniors, we were hit with some changes. First, the new time. Of course, that would be changed too. Then the administration tried to levy a $5.00 parking fee. We were outraged. Originally by the shock, then by the way some of our classmates behaved. The administration changed their minds and the parking fee was revoked. Then it finally hit us that we were SENIORS!! It was our last year and we better make the best of it. Many activities occupied our time. From various clubs to numerous sports. From all the school work we had to college applications and making plans for our future. Our Senior year was packed, but we found time for fun. After all the applications were sent out and deadlines met, dances and romances filled our last days at Coventry High School. Finally, our name was called and we walked across that stage. It would be our last chance to look back at all the kids that were with us for so long of a time. We would now be embarking on our own separate journeys through time. There was no turning back now.

Seniors come in all sizes and shapes and span the spectrum of talents and interests. It is variety that makes life and a class interesting. Robert O'Leary is talented at both tool making and football. Our class president, Melissa Turelli, never stops working. Melissa Giroux keeps her sense of humor while trying to solve a problem in her Psychology project.
Katie Feeney takes a break and waits for the bell to ring.

It's Time For A New Beginning

Social Committee: Nichole Delaire, Laura Maine, Jenn Barrett, Mike Krupa and Julie Calderone

Class President: Melissa Turelli

Class Officers: Brian Ranney, Liz Swann, Ryan Hollis, Christine Albro, Kristy McCoy and Marina Balasco

Class Advisor
Mr. Michael Hobin
Did Most

Melissa Turilli & Joseph Roch

Christine Albro  Ross Allen  Desiree Amaral  April Anderson

Diane Anderson  Dustin Anderson  Mark Angell  Rebecca Argall
Stacey Behan  David Bejbl  Kristen Bennett  Patrick Bennett

Katie Benoit  Andrew Bent  Joseph Bento  Kimberly Berndtson

Timothy Bilski  Mandie Boeglin  Diana Brennan  Amy Briggs
Class Sweethearts

Alicia Longley & Chris Iaci

Crystal Brown

Michael Brown  Daniel Buehner  Robert Buell  Brian Burgjohann

Thomas Burns  Carrie Burton  Meghan Butts  Thomas Butts
Class Flirts

Becky Argall & Ryan Hollis

Jessica Calcagni  Julie Calderone  Lori-Jo Calise  Gina Caprio

David Caramiciu  Eric Caramiciu  Stephanie Card  Jessica Carr
Most Likely to Succeed

Kristen Bennet & Justin Lewis

Jay Coutu

Jenny Coutu

Elizabeth Covill

Andrew Cox

Kendra Crowley

Stephanie Crute

Chad Cummiskey

Heather Curley

Christine D’Abrosca
Class Artists

Stacey Emmett & Josh Moore

Candice Danis  Amy DeGraide  Matthew DeGraide  Andrew DeGregory

Vincent DeJesus  Nichole DeLaire  Julie DelBarone  Shannon DelFino
Class
Inseperables

Cassie Bardi
&
Jessica Pitochelli

Marguerite Fage

Kristina Farias
Gregory Fecteau
Kathryn Fenney
Brian Ferrari

Jason Ferreira
Lisa Ferretti
Kayla Ferri
Daniel Field
Class
Inseperables

Ryan Sherlock & Justin Lewis

David Fish
Nicholas Foehr
Kristen Fogarty
Amanda Fortier

Amy Fortier
Kevin Fraser
Chad Fratus
Kimberly Fratus
Alicia Goshorn  Keith Goward  John Gregory  Sara Groleau

Peter Guastini  Erin Guindon  Christina Guy  Jessica Hames

Donna Handy  Jillanne Hankins  Michael Harper  Rachel Hartley
Breakfast Club

Sarah Roch & Charles Standish

Andrew Hayes

Ashley Hebert  Jessica Hebert  Shaun Hennessey  Asher Hilton

Jason Hodge  Jacqueline Horlbogen  Ryan Hollis  Jeremy Houck
Quietest

Diana Brennan & Adam Macko

Michael Howard

Christopher Iaci
Christina Illiano
Darrin Jacques
Melinda Jeff

David Jeranian
Philip Kennedy
Rebecca Klein
Shannon Kreckel
Koren Kreuter  Michael Krupa  Frank Kuras  Amy Laboissonnier

Daniel Lacroix  Angela Lagerstrom  Mason Lake  Jeanne LaMontagne

Jeffrey Langmaid  Kathryn Lapinski  Michael Lapinski  Jason Laramee
Friendliest

Jessica Pitochelli
&
Brian Ranney

Amy Lockwood

Kelly Lonergan    Alicia Longley    Richard Lord    Nathan Lowe

Heather Lucia    John Lussier    Lisa Lutrario    Jessica Lux

Seniors 27
Most Hyper

Kristen Fogarty
&
Kyle Pendola

Kasey Lynch

Christine Mace  Adam Macko  Steven Magnanti  Jessica Magno

Keri Mahoney  Luara Maine  Jesse Marsella  Sonja Marxson
Most Athletic

Jackie Horlbogen
&
Shaun Hennessey

Jessica Nalette

Mark Napoleoni  Kevin Neary  Courtney Nelson  Norman Nelson

Paul Nelson  Michael New, Jr.  Kendra Nicastro  Jennifer Nobrega
Class Clowns

Cassie Bardi & Ryan Hollis

Andrew Norman  Paul Nunes  Robert O'Leary  Robert O'Neil III

Christopher Ogni  Anthony Pacheco  Nicole Pamula  Brian Paronto
Class Individualists

Cheshire Bate & Sam Stevens

Santiago Ramos III

Brian Ranney George Regnaire Sue Ling Rekas Tara Renfrew

Lauren Retelle Elizabeth Reybrock Shayna Reynolds Michael Ribeiro
Class Musicians

Crissy Albro & Sam Stevens

Julie Ricci

Kimberly Richie

Gregory Riley

Joseph Roch

Sara Roch

Deana Rossi

Lauren Rupp

Kristen Russo

Karen Saenko
Teacher Terrors

Sara Roch & Tom Travers

Paul Simmons

Diane Simonelli  Jonathan Skaling  Cory Skinner  Casey Slezak

Laudalina Soares  Arthur Souza, Jr.  Brian Sperlongano  Scott Sprague
Koren Krueter and Sara McQueen discuss how long it will be until the Senior Ball. Ha! Proof! Justin Lewis is caught in the act of filling out his own detention slip. Joe Rock cries, "Katie Thomas, you're the only woman for me!" Katie replies, "Joe, go away!" Kathy Lapinski and Becky Klein try hard to focus on their notes, while still looking good for the camera.
Crystal Confreda gives the camera the *it's too early* smile. Jackie Hrobogen, Megan Butts, Jeanne LaMontagne, Kim Perschau and Nichole Delaire wait outside the cafeteria during lunch. Mrs. Baxter's F period Psychology Class display group work abilities. Nicole Lavoie stays alert, while Tom Mulligan and Tony Vigneau nap.
Class DJ's

Lauren Rupp, Carrie Burton, Alaina Chabot, Amy Barlow, Andrew Bent, & Megan Galeota

Brian Turbitt  Melissa Turilli  Suzanne Upton  Tony Vigneau

Tarissa Villella  Adam Wagner  Scott Waldeck  Kellie Warren
Class
Procrastinators

Stephanie Chandler
&
Tony Vigneau

Leah Watson

Rebekah Westgate

Everett Whitman

Vanessa Wiggs

Melanie Zablocki

Michael Zoraian

Christopher Zubee

Beth Dlugos and Julie Doucette never leave home without their pearly whites.
An Enchanting Evening for All

The Junior Prom for the class of 1998 was held on April 25, 1997, at the Rhodes On The Pawtuxet. Luxury limosines, elegant cars, horse and buggies and the occasional “rust bucket” escorted students to the dance in style. Shimmering gowns and formal tuxedos were noticed from all around. Photographers happily took everyone’s photos. After the picture taking fiasco was finished, the receiving line began. Hands were shook and favors passed out. Still, the night had just begun. Dinner was served around 8:30 and everyone was starved... except those who knew what was to come. Dinner consisted of somewhat boneless chicken, rice pilaf (yes, that’s what that was!), and salad. After, when everyone thought they “couldn’t eat another bite”, ice cream with strawberries was served. Dancing began and the Prom Queen, Kristy McCoy was crowned. As the night was coming to a close, couples came together to dance the last song of their Junior Prom. Juniors left that night with mystical memories of their Enchanted Evening.

Becky Gliottone and Matt Ferrara show just how excited they truly are about the prom. Shaun Hennessey and Jenn Barrett take a moment out of their dancing to pose for a photo. Parents always insist on taking pre-prom pictures! Here we have Jeff Kendra, Julie Doucette, Rachel Scanlon, and John Calise forcing fake smiles for their parents.
Ryan Hollis is the first to congratulate Kristy McCoy. Some Juniors take a breather from all the dancing. Artie Souza and his date dance close for the last song of the night. Kendra Crowley and Tom Mulligan look exhausted by the end of the night. Sara Roch and John Skaling exchange secrets about their plans for after the dance.
Tammy Schneider, Amy DeGraide and Beth Dlugos forget about eating lunch and decide to cram for a math test. Ralph Supper goes for extra credit points in psychology by swallowing the right hemisphere of a sheep’s brain... poor sheep!

Nichole Delaire shows her school spirit by showing up to the soggy Homecoming Parade preparations. Cheshire Bate and Steve Magnanti give a quick smile while discussing heavy topics after a light lunch. Who said the Vo-tech students aren’t loving?
Geoff Potvin explains his class project in the CNC Department at West Bay. Casey Slezak flashes one of his charming, persuasive smiles that get him many brownie points with his teachers. Best friends Amy Barlow and Megan Galeota show us their Broadway smiles.

Ryan Coolen, Mark Napoleoni, Aaron Ereio, and Jeff Corse exchange jokes after lunch. Ramos Santiago threatens to back hand the photographer's camera. Brian Ferrari, not usually a bashful guy, shies away from the camera.
What is Adam Legein so excited about? Could it be the return of the baseball season? Fixing computers and electronics equipment comes second nature to Elizabeth Prudencio. Allen Peabody shows his more serious side during psychology as the class prepares to compare the human brain with sheep brains.

Tom Butts is one of the seniors involved in the skatepark. I wonder what Tony Vigneau is dreaming about? Alena Chabot, Liz and Nico Clift stand patiently in the long lunch line.
In late August of 1994, this year’s senior class, numbering well over 400, stormed through the gates of Coventry High. Our time had come and we were ready to make our mark. As Freshmen we chose Nico Clift to be our fearless leader. There was now no turning back. Although nervous and a little scared, we forged our way through the over crowded corridors, desperately tried to open new lockers, and somehow made to class right when the bell was about to ring. With veteran teachers like, Ms. Balentine, Mr. Morin, and Mr. Thomp­son, Freshman year eem d to fly by. However, it would not be complete without the long awaited and most an­tiCipated event of that year, the Fresh­man Semi-Formal. That’s right, getting dressed up to dance in the aromatic, luxurious, school cafeteria.

It was finally over, the dreaded first year of high school was done. We were Sophomores, no longer the last ones on the totem poll. Although not quite upper-classmen, we were slowly but surely making our way to the top. This year Jennifer Barrett was selected as president of our class. With her help and the dedica­tion of our class officers, social committee, and sophomore class advisor, Mr. Erinakes, our class was ready to leave their mark. As well as having the tradi­tional sophomore lock-in, which included sumo wrestling, human bowling, and hyp­notist Frank Sanotos, our class, feeling deprived of a formal dance, decided to invent our own. Unlike the Freshman dance, the sophomore semi-formal would take place in an actual restaurant, namely Evelyn’s Villa. Hors d’oeuvres were served, pictures were taken, and memo­ries were made. It was a nice way to end our second year at Coventry High.

On August 28, 1996, we entered Coventry High with a new name, Upper Classmen. It was a well deserved honor. As well as having a new class president, named Ryan Hollis, the school also had acquired a new principal, Mr. Wilkinson, the former student services head, took the reigns from recentlyretired Mr. Margarian. With newly acquired licenses in hand we were ready to go. Vo-Tech was now available to eager juniors, and future careers choices were being made. During this year, our Wrestling team were state ch­ampions, again, and our boy’s volleyball team made to the championship game against North Kingston. Towards the end of the year other momentous occasions occurred. On April 5, our Junior prom, A night to Remember, was held at the beautiful, Rhodes-on the Pawtuxet. Kristi Macoy became our Queen. We struggled through the SAT’s, and were rewarded by a very sad, yet exciting Class Day, which took place on June 6. As soon as we turned our rings we new, the time had finally arrived. We officially seniors!!

On August 28, 1997, we entered Coventry High as the ruling class. Melissa Turilli took over as our class president and we were ready to go. Although busy filling out college and scholarships applications, we did manage to have some fun. Although torrential rain tried to dampen our spirits during homecoming, we all stuck together and made it a complete suc­cess. The winter ball, the last snowfall, was held at the West Valley Inn on January 23, and was a great way to bring in the new year. Our senior year was now half over. Class day occurred on May 22, and although a terribly sad time for most, it was a great day to reminisce. The long awaited Senior ball took place on May 15, at the Newport Marriot. AtSenior supper we received our red and white gowns, as well as our last yearbook of Coventry High. On June 6, 1998, we walked across the stage at the Musical Theater to receive our diplomas. Our time had come, and their was now no turning back!
Christine Albro. Chrissy. 100 Columbia Avenue. Activities: Cheerleader; Select chorus 9, 10; Social committee 12; Varsity Respect 9, 10, 11, 12. Believe in yourself, what others think doesn’t matter. Pastry Chef.

Desiree Amara. Day. 36 Meadow Brook Farm Road. Hated by fools, fools to hate, may this be my motto, and my fate. Cosmetologist.

April Anderson. P.O. Box 1513. Activities: Yearbook 9, 10; West Bay VICA 11, 12. Life’s too short to worry about what other people think. Cardiologist, Criminal Psychologist.

Diane Anderson. 82 Benefit Street. Activities: West Bay Vo-Tech (Culinary Arts) 11, 12. They are timeless now because they were created timeless. Physical Therapist.

Dustin Andersen. D.B. 480 Camp Westwood Road. Unknown.

Rebecca Argall. Becky. 34 Tiffany Road. Activities: J.V. Basketball 9; Softball 9, 10; Cross Country 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Indoor Track 11, 12; V. Outdoor Track 11, 12 (Captain); DECA 12; F. E. Leader 12. We are the music makers, we are the dreamers of dreams. Sociologist.

Ronald Arver. 12 Acon Street.

Marina Balasco. 45 Allison Avenue. Activities: Social Committee 11; Secretary 12. Friends are the charming gardeners who make our souls blossom. Advertising Executive.

Cassandra Bardi. Cacky Barfy. 21 Rosemary Street. Activities: Cheerleader; J.V. Football 9 (Captain); V. Football 10, 11; Wrestling 10, 11, 12; Competition 10, 11, 12 (Captain); All-Sate 11; Hoby Nominee 10; DECA 12. Time is a circus, always packing up and moving away. Professional Student.

Amy Barlow. 121 Hamburger Road. Activities: WCVY 9, 10, 11, 12; School Newspaper 10, 11, 12 (Editor); Academic Decathlon 11, 12; School Play 11, 12; National Honor Society 12; Student Council 9, 10, 12; Chorus 12. Oh, I’ll think about that tomorrow. - Scarlet O’Hara. Mimi on Broadway.

Jennifer Barrett. Jenn. 626 Read School House Road. Activities: V. Soccer Cheerleader; V. Football Cheerleader 10, 11, 12 (Captain); V. Wrestling Cheerleader 9, 10, 11, 12; Competition Cheerleader 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Class President 10; Social Committee 11, 12; Gymnastics 12. Live for today, yesterday is gone, tomorrow may never come. Speech Therapist.

Kirk Barry II. Junior. 1340 Main Street. Activities: Baseball 9, 10, 11; VICA Member. He who laughs last, obviously didn’t get the joke! Self-Employed.

Cheshire Bate. Squinky Muffin. 477 Hope Furnace Road. I find more joy in your sorrow than you could ever find in joy. Eskimo Prostitute.

Kerri Bathgate. 7 North Glen Drive. Activities: Softball 9; Photo Club 11, 12; Student Council 12. Thinking is the best way to travel. - Moody Blues. Executive.

Stacey Behan. Sabine. 11 Richard Court. Activities: Softball 9; J.V. Hockey 10; Student Council 11; Advisory Board 11, 12. All you need is a knuckle-puck and someone in front of the net. - Tom and Fred. English Teacher.

Katie Benoit. 2172 Plainfield Pike. Activities: Student Council 10, 11; Interact 11, 12; NHS 11, 12 (Press); Junior Class Board; Senior Class Board; Music 9, 10; Hugh O’Brien Nominee 10. Let the good times roll. Nurse.

Andrew Bent. Andyman. 32 Reservoir Road. Activities: WCVY 9, 10, 11, 12 (Production Director); Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Ensemble 11, 12; Select Chorus 12; Jazz Singers 12; ACSL 10, 12; School Play 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 11, 12. Trust me, I’m sure it will work. Computer Engineer.

Kristen Bennett. Kris, Kristen. KB. 74 Poor Farm Road. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 11, 12; Peer Mentor 11, 12; Jazz Singers 9, 11, 12; Select Choir 9, 11, 12; Cross Country 9, 10, 12; Hebrews 11:1 - Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see. Housewife, Volunteer.

Patrick M. Bennett. Remy. 22 Sheffield Avenue. Westside when we ride. - 2-pack. Business Administrator/Manager.

Joseph Bento. Ghetto Man. 311 Richardson Road. Activities: Basketball 9; West Bay VICA 11, 12. He who goes to bed with itchy butty, wakes up with itchy finger. Business Owner.

Timothy Bilski, Bilski. 12 Redwood Drive. Activities: Volleyball 10, 11, 12; Freshmen Basketball (Captain); Basketball 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Photography Club 11, 12; Interact Club 11, 12; Student Council 11, 12. The older you get, the more you regret. Photo/Journalist/Journalist.

Diana Brennan. Di-Di. 12 Teakwood Drive. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; JV Track 10. Can I have some white gravy please?

Amy Briggs. Aim. 21 South Main Street. Mellow mood has got me, so let the music rock me. Floral Design/Shop owner.

Michael Brown. 41 Diane Drive. Activities: VICA member. If you try hard enough you will succeed. Self made millionaire.

Daniel Buehler. Rev. 17 Sweetwater Drive. Activities: NA JROTC 9; Cross Country 9, 11, 12; Track 9; Rifle Team 9; Color Guard 9; Jr. Team 9, 10, 11, 12; Air Force JROTC 11, 12; Breakthrough Bible Study Group 11, 12; Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them the clouds to meet the lord in the air. Thessalonians 4:17. Commercial/Corporate pilot.

Robert Bueell. Buell. 1 Hoover Drive. Don’t let others fool you into who they think you should be. Pioneer.


Thomas Burns II. Burns. 31 Elton Street. We may not see it, you and I. But it may happen. Police Officer.

Carrle Burton. 2%. 28 Trafford Park Drive. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12 (Corresponding Secretary 9, 10, 11; Assistant Treasurer 12); Class Secretary 9; Science Club 9; Band 9, 10, 11, 12; WCVY 9, 10, 11, 12 (Music Director), 12 (Program Director). Yearbook 9. It’s a good thing. Speech Pathologist.

Staci Burton. Staci - Burger. 17 Teakwood Drive. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; WCVY 9, 11, 12. Elementary Education Teacher.

Meghan Butts. Butts. 5 Linda Court. Activities: J.V. Foothill Cheerleader 9; Varsity Cheerleader 10, 11, 12; Competition Cheerleader 10, 11, 12; Track 10, 11.

Although in the middle of calculus, Katie Benoit tries to relieve some of the stress of senior year by joking with her classmates. Here, David Simmons, while diligently shuffling through papers and trying to perfect his project, shows why he was voted “Best Vo-Tech”.

50 Seniors
Lauren Rupp shows the signs of senioritis, while Jen Stowe enjoys the rigors of her sociology class. Kelly McAtee and Briget Law count down the days to graduation. Andy Degregory displays the technical side of vo-tech.

DECA 12. Live life to the fullest and never turn back. Accountant.

Thomas Butts. Butts. 468 Knotty Oak Road. Activities: Photo Club; Skate park Committee. Unity is the name of the game. Environmental Science and Wildlife Biologist.

Jessica Calcagni. Calcagni. 1 Nicole Drive. Activities: ROTC. 9, 10, 11. Keep smiling tomorrow is another day. Respiratory Therapy.

Julie Calderone. Jules. 1 Wolfe Court. Activities: Social Committee 11, 12 (Chairperson); Physical Education Leader Club 12; Cross Country 10; Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain). Civil Engineer.

Lori - Jo Calise. Goober. 478 Tiogue Avenue. I'm gonna drop ya like a bad habit! Actress/Artist.

Gina Caprio. Wena. 190 Hopkins Hill Road. Activities: Concert Chorus 9; Hockey Cheerleader 10; Cheerleader 12. Guys will come and go but your friends will last forever. Physical Therapist.


Stephanie Card. 100 Blackrock Road. Nursing.

Jessica Carr. 110 Goldfinch Drive.

Melanie Carr. Mel. 19 Centennial Street. Activities: Cheerleader; Football, Wrestling, Competition (Captain), 9, 10, 11, 12; Social Committee 10, 11; Track 9; DECA 12. Your reputation takes a lifetime to build and one minute to destroy. Pharmacist.

Michael Cashman. 16 Alexander Road.


Michael Cersosimo II. 133 Sisson Rd.

Alaina Chabot. 123 Knotty Oak Road. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; WCVY 10, 11, 12; Select Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Band 11, 12; Marching Band 11, 12; Social Committee 9. Don't people in this country believe in chair saving? Sound Engineer.


Stephanie Chandler. Steph. 40 Diane Drive. Activities: Softball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); X-Country 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Indoor Track 11, 12 (Captain); Basketball 9, 10; Football Cheerleader 9; Foreign Language Club 9; Cross Country 10. Don't let the door hit ya on the way out. Psychologist.

Judi Chase. 457 Hill Farm Road. Activities: Water Skiing Quality Study 9; Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12. Keep Smiling. Legal Secretary.


Michael J. Cimini. 16 Paige Drive. Activities: VICA Member. It's over, now I can take some time to be myself living life by myself. Diesel Mechanic.

Douglas Coates. Doug. 2 Labrea Way. Today is a good day to die. Police Officer, Photographer.


Ryan Coolen. Coolio. 10 Whitman Road. I got 5 on it. Rich!

Jennifer Copass. Giggles. 80 Leuba Road. Activities: Track 10, 11, 12; Cross Country 11, 12; Indoor Track 12; Student Council 12. Good luck everyone. Its been real. Pre-School/Elementary Teacher.


Jeffrey Corse. Corse. 9 Hoover Drive. One humanoid escaping one android on the run. Police Officer.

Katie Cote. Did. 63 Princeton Avenue. Activities: Culinary Arts 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. You can only make certain choices once, be sure its the choice you want. Physiologist.

Stephanie Cotnoir. Stephie. 101 Columbia Avenue. Activities: Yearbook 9; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Chorus 12; WCVY 10, 11, 12. Everyone has to be happy! Social Worker.

Jenny Coutu. Cootie. 272 Log Bridge Road. Activities: Yearbook 9, 10; Interact 11; R.O.T.C. 9, 10, 11, 12. When sailing, be sure to watch for trees. Pediatrician.

Elizabeth Covil. Jenny. 27 Silvermaple Drive. Activities: Softball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Photography Club 11, 12; P.E. Leadership club 12. Hold on to nothing as fast as you can. Television Communications.


Kendra Crowley. Ken. 5 York Drive. Activities: Social Committee 10; DECA 11, 12 (manager). You don't know what you have, until its gone. Education.

Stefanie Crute. Stef. 17 King Street. Activities: Work Study 9, 10, 11, 12; Child Care 9, 10, 11, 12; Special Olympics 9, 10, 11, 12; Hiking Club 11, 12; Special Olympics World Games 10. I believe I can fly, I believe that I can touch the sky. Service clerk.

Heather Curley. 4 Azalea Way. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Executive Board 9, 10, 11; Class Officer 9, 10; Social Committee 11. Been dazed and confused for so long it's not true. Teacher.
Nico Clift, obviously finds something hilarious. Missy Giroux asks, "Why me?" "No, no, please don't shove me in my locker!" screams Stacey Behan. Sarah Mutter gives the camera one of those sarcastic smiles she's noted for.
Kat. Whitehead Road. Activities: Cheerleader; Football 9, varsity Basketball 10; Varsity Football 11, 12; varsity competition 10, 11, 12; WCVY 9. It’s all right to feel good. It’s all right for nothing to be wrong. A 5.0 in Florida.

Brian Ferraro. 26 Red Oak Drive. Activities: Football 9 (Captain); Baseball 9, 10, 11 (captain), 12 (captain). I’m having an old friend for dinner. Doctor.


Lisa Ferretti. 866 Weaver Hill Road. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook 9; Class Office 9 (Vice President); J.V. Tennis 9, 10; Flag and Dance Team 11, 12 (Captain). Philosophical Diplomat.

Kayla Ferris. Kay. 1109 Flat River Road. Activities: Basketball 9, 10, 11; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain). Now they know how many roles it takes to fill the Albert Hall. PE/Elementary Teacher.

Nicholas Ficchetti. 22 Marie Drive.

Nicholas Foehr. Wingnut. 1734 Plainfield Pike. Activities: Basketball 9, 10; Varsity Volleyball 11, 12; School Newspaper 12. Life is too short, to love the one you’ve got. Journalist.

Kristen Fogarty. Fogues. 722 Weaver Hill Road. Activities: Soccer cheerleader 9, 10 (captain); Wrestling Cheerleader 10; Hockey Cheerleader 12 (captain); Track 9, 10; DECA 12. I’d Class Secretary 11; Social Commit tee representative 10; Select choir 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Singer 12. Pop tarts taste better up side down. Movie/rock star.

Amanda Fortier. Mandey. 59 Read Avenue. Activities: AFJROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Cadet Staff 10, 11, 12; Drill Team 10, 11; C Squadron Commander 12; Kitty Hawk 10, 11, 12; Model Rocketry 10, 11, 12; APT 10, 11, 12; Command Staff 11, 12. Blessed is he who first invented sleep. Computer Programmer.

Amy Fortier. 59 Read Avenue. Activities: AFJROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Drill Team 10, 11; Group Staff 10, 11, 12; Command Staff 12; Yearbook 9; Squadron B Vice Commander 12; Awareness Presentation Team 9, 10, 11, 12. You sunk my battleship. Officer in the navy.

Kevin Fraser. 335 Shady Valley Road. Activities: Soccer 9.


Megan Galeota. Meg. 26 Longfellow Drive. Activities: WCVY 9, 10, 11, 12; student Council 10, 11, 12; Interact 11, 212; National Honor Society 11, 12; Advisory Board 11, 12; Hugh O’Brien Award Nominee 10; Italian-Spanish Club 9; Chemistry Team 10; School Play 11, 12. These are the saddest words of tongue and pen: It might have been. Psychiatrist.


Jonathan George. Jon. 122 Blackrock Road. Activities: Football 9, 10; Baseball 9, 10; DECA 11, 12; Photography Club 11, 12. Sometimes I feel like a figment of my own imagination. Working at the River.

Melissa Giroux. Missy. 95 Meadowbrook Farm Road. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Track 10, 11, 12 (captain); Indoor Track 12; Mentor 12. Dance instructor/accountant.

Kelly Gleason. Kit - Kat. 229 Richardson Road. Activities: Student Council 9, 12; Photo Club 12; Concert Chorus 12. There is no fate but what we make. Actress/Screenplay Writer.

Rebecca Giolotone. Becky. 250 Weaver Hill Road. Activities: Track 9; Cheerleader 10; Swim Team 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain); Photography Club 11, 12 (President). I’m not eccentric, I’m just more lively then most people, I’m the electric eel set in a pond of goldfish. Sushi Cook.

Matthew Godd. God. Eisenhower Street. Activities: Football 9; West Bay Culinary Arts 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. And you will know my name in the lord when I lay my vengeance upon thee! Chef.

Brian Goffe. 123 Johnson Blvd. Activities: Soccer 9, 10; Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 12; Photo Club 12. Do your best right from the start, if not you’ll regret it. Physical Education.


Alicia Goshorn. Lish. 8 Trafford Park Drive. Activities: Cheerleader 9. He who is unsure of himself will never be sure of life. Teacher.

Keith Goward. Kefa. 13 Baylor Drive. Activities: Freshman basketball 9, JV basketball 10; Basketball 11, 12; JV volleyball 9, 10, 11; Volleyball 11, 12; Photography Club 12. I get knocked down, but I get up again. Accountant.


Sarah Groeleau. P.O. Box 870 Teakwood Drive. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Treasurer 9; Senior Advisory Board 12; School Play 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; Photography Club 12. Dream your dreams at night, live your dreams in daylight. Chauffeur.

Erin Guindon. Guindon. 3222 Flat River Road. Activities: Basketball 9; Indoor Track 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain). Sports management.

Christina Guy. Chrissey. 287 Camp Westwood Road. Activities: Reach Out 9, 10, 11, 12; Mentor 11. Love is the one thing in life we can control Special Education teacher.

Trevor Hall. 270 Plainfield Pike.

Donna Handy. 646 Main Street. Activities: Band 9, 10; ROTC 9, 10, 11; VICA 11, 12; Nursing 11, 12. Pediatric nurse.


Andrew Hayes. Drew. 50 Marshall Circle. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Basketball 12; Tennis 12; DECA 12. Math teacher.

Ashley Hebert. 1600 Hill Farm Road. Activities: Student Council 9; Social Committee 10, 11; Wrestling cheerleader 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer cheerleader 9, 10; Football cheerleader 12; DECA 12. Relax, relax, take it down a knotch, a knotch. International business or accountant.

There it is- our beloved mascot: the underfed elephant. Who is that in the elephant suit anyway? Tom Mulligan, Tony Vigneau, Mike Howard, Ashley Hebert, and Nichole DeLaire, all flash their pearly whites at the homecoming pep rally.
Jessica Hebert. Jess.
170 Poor Farm Road.

Shaun Hennessey.
4 Cypress Road. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11 (captain); Football 12; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Mentoring Program 11, 12; DECA 12. The sight I adore on a basketball floor is wrestling mats from door to door. Law enforcement.

Asher Hilton.
191 Richardson Road. Jimmy it up!. Taste testing new food products.

Jason Hodge. Neck.
140 SusanBowen Road. Activities: VICA, President West Bay Chapter 12; State officer 11; National Conference in Kansas City 11; West Bay Electronics/Computer Technology 11, 12. The only place where success comes before work is in the dictionary. Electronics engineer.

11 Circle Drive. Activities: Track 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Cross-country 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); PE leader 12. If my mom could see me now. Sports medicine.

Jeremy Houck. Morgan.
1 Circlewood Drive. Activities: DECA 11, 12 (State treasurer); Cross-country 9; Track 9; Photography club 11, 12. Self-trust is the first secret of success. Entrepreneur.

Michael Howard. Howard.
7 Oak Street. Activities: Football 9; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); DECA 12; PE leader 12. It’ll be all right tomorrow, so get over it. Computer programmer.

Christopher Iaci.
7 Trafford Park Drive. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Interact 11, 12; Photography club 12; Italian club 9. Only one thing endures and that is character. Marketing executive.

Christina Illiano. Chris.
1383 Maple Valley Road. Activities: Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Interact 11, 12; Honor Society 11, 12; Photography club 12; Hugh O’Brian Nominee 10; Social Committee 11. Hold a true friend with both your hands. President of a major corporation.

Darrin Jacques. Big O.
150 Station Street. Forget about the fame, I’m in it for the money. Rich and married.

David Jeranian. Dave.
2565 Harkney Hill Road. Activities: Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 12. Don’t worry about the little things Cash rules everything around me. Firefighter/EMD.

Melinda Jeff. Mindy.
290 Mile Road. West Bay 11, 12. Follow your dreams. Own my own bakery.

While in the lunch room Kim Berndtson, Courtney Nelson, Shayna Reynolds and friends pose for a picture. While John Lussier slyly smiles as Cassie Bard and Kristie McCoy each smile pretty for the camera.

Philip Kennedy. Phil.
17 Wisteria Drive. Activities: Soccer 9, 10 (captain), 11. Some days are better than others. DEM officer.

Rebecca Klein. Becky.
41 Capwell Avenue. Activities: Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Tennis 10, 11; Student Council 10, 11; Interact 11, 12; Photography club 12; Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Indoor track 12. Live today, for yesterday is gone and tomorrow may never come. Child psychologist.

Shannon Kreckel.
67 Cedar Street. Activities: West Bay.

Michael Krupa. Kup.
71 Laurel Avenue. Activities: Baseball 9, 11; Soccer 9; Social Committee 12. Be yourself, don’t imitate. Chiropractor.

Frank Kuras.

Amy Laboissonniere. Ames.
2 Pinehurst Road. Activities: Select choir 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz singers 12; Student Council 12 (Jazz singer rep.); Reachout 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 12. If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again. Cosmetologist.

Daniel LaCroix. Danny Boy.
57 Old North Road. Show me the way.

Angela Lagerstrom.
2059 Victory Highway. You live in the past, you die in the past. Teacher.

Mason Lake.
6 Whittier Drive.

Jeanne LaMontagne. Jeannie.
979 Victory Highway. Activities: JV Soccer Cheerleader 9; JV Basketball Cheerleader 9; Football Cheerleader 11, 12; Wrestling Cheerleader 10, 12 (captain); Competition Cheerleader 10, 11, 12; Track 9; Hugh O’Brien Nominee 10; National Honor Society 11, 12 (Advisory Board). A smile is an invitation for anyone who will respond. Pediatrician.

Jeffrey Langmaid. Lemonade.
26 Watercress Court. Activities: Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain). You don’t know what you have until it’s gone. Orthroscopic surgeon.

Kathryn Lapinski. Kathy.
9 Crestwood Avenue. Activities: Cross country 12; Indoor Track 12; Track 12; Science club 12; Photography club 12. We are wasting valuable class time. Teacher.

Michael Lapinski. Ski.
65 Maple Valley Road. Babysitter.

Rebecca Larocque. Becky.
186 Nelson Capwell Road. Activities: VICA 11, 12; Mentoring program 11, 12; Occupational therapist.

Nicole Lavoie. Nicole.
851 Whaley Hollow Road. Activities: Cheerleader 9; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Index track 11, 12 (captain); National Honor Society 11, 12 (Advisory Board); school newspaper 11, 12. The way I see it, if you want the rainbow, you gotta put up with the rain. Communication major.

Brian Lemay.

Bryant Lemme. Lemdog.
235 Old Flat River Road. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Photography club 12; P.E. leader 12.

Justin Lewis. Opi.
28 Wood Cove Drive. Activities: Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Hugh O’Brien Nominee 10; National Honor Society 11, 12; Class Secretary 10; Holy Cross Book Award Recipient; RPI Scholarship Recipient. Do what you love, love what you do. Architect.

Charles Lionel.
20 Paige Street. Activities: Interact (S)
As a shocked Kristen Fogarty is caught by the camera, Greg Swanson and Tara Renfrew cuddle while being photographed. While back in the lunchroom, Amy Laboissiniere and friends eat and pose, while Whitney Shiller smiles with confidence.

Laura Maine.
56 Acres of Pine Road. Activities: Softball 9, 10; Track 12; Senior Class Social Committee. I'll tell you at the reunion.

Councll.

When we forget ourselves, we usually do something everyone remembers. Journalism.

Christine Mace. Christy.
14 Black Walnut Drive. You never know what you've got till its gone. Musician.

Adam Macko. Wacco.
1850 Plainfield Pike. Activities: Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); National Honor Society 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 10. Procrastination means never having to say you're sorry. Electrical/Engineer.

Keri Mahoney.
120 Collintown road. Life's not a dress rehearsal; go for it. Elementary school teacher/dance director.

Kristie McCoy. Kris.
6 Beaton Street. Activities: Varsity cheerleader 9, 10, 11, 12; Competition Squad 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9; Class officer - vice-president 10, 11, 12; Gymnastics 12; DECA 12. We are never prepared for what we expect. Computers.

Shannon McGee.
50 Gervais Street. Activities: JV Tennis 9, 10; Student Council 9; Yearbook 9; Interact club 11; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Drill team 10, 11, 12; Color Guard 10, 11, 12; Prom Promise 10; APT 10, 11, 12; Kitty Hawk Air Society 9, 10, 11, 12. Elementary school teacher.

Derrick McLaughlin.
20 Sissone Road. Activities: Student Council 10, 11, 12; Science club 12; DECA 12; Interact Club 11. Life is like a busy highway, so use the back roads. International businessman.

Joshua McLaughlin. Brendan.
557 Hill Farm Road. Kid! I was fightin' Musical engineer.

Alicia McLean.

Raeleen McManus.
6 Stuart Drive.

Sara McQueen.

Landon Medeiros.
30 Paulette Drive. Activities: DECA 12. It's not tragic to die doing something you love. Businessman.

Sunny Miller.
27 Reservoir Road. Activities: VICA 12. Have a little faith in me. Own my own day care.

Brian Moore.
21 Dion Avenue.

Joshua Moore. Bushman.
28 Knotty Oak Shores. Activities: P.E. leader, Photography, Drama. Ignore society's norm and let your dreams mold your reality. Movie director, actor or writer.

Christine Morein. Chrissy.
53 Airport Road.

Sarah Mutter. Gumby.
24 Black Walnut Drive. Activities: Cross-country 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Track 9; Science club 12. The richest of all men is the man who has a dream. Marine Biologist.
Right before the big football game Artie Souza, John Lussier, Brian Ranney, Meghan Butts, Kim Perschau, Jeanne Lamontagne, Tom Mulligan, Nichole DeLaire, and Jackie Horlbogen take time out have a group shot taken. While trying to keep warm at the rainy homecoming parade, Tim Bilski sports his favorite Dunkin Donut's coffee.

Katie Pinocci. Pinahkee. 795 Wakefield Street. Activities: Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; JV Softball 9; Interact 11, 12; DECA 11, 12; P.E. Leader 12. A friend's one who comes in when the world goes out, a friend is a gift you give yourself. Marketing, Advertising.

Monique N. Plante. 18 Adams Drive. Out of a misty dream, our path emerges for a while and then closes within a dream. Elementary Education/Criminal Justice.

Katie Pinocci. Pinahkee. 795 Wakefield Street. Activities: Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; JV Softball 9; Interact 11, 12; DECA 11, 12; P.E. Leader 12. A friend's one who comes in when the world goes out, a friend is a gift you give yourself. Marketing, Advertising.

Monique N. Plante. 18 Adams Drive. Out of a misty dream, our path emerges for a while and then closes within a dream. Elementary Education/Criminal Justice.

Katie Pinocci. Pinahkee. 795 Wakefield Street. Activities: Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; JV Softball 9; Interact 11, 12; DECA 11, 12; P.E. Leader 12. A friend's one who comes in when the world goes out, a friend is a gift you give yourself. Marketing, Advertising.

Monique N. Plante. 18 Adams Drive. Out of a misty dream, our path emerges for a while and then closes within a dream. Elementary Education/Criminal Justice.

Katie Pinocci. Pinahkee. 795 Wakefield Street. Activities: Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; JV Softball 9; Interact 11, 12; DECA 11, 12; P.E. Leader 12. A friend's one who comes in when the world goes out, a friend is a gift you give yourself. Marketing, Advertising.
Tara Renfrew. Princess.
4 Pine Acres Boulevard. Activities: JV Basketball & Soccer Cheerleading, 9; Track 10, 12; Indoor Track 12; Advisory Board 12; DECA 12. Hope for the best and be happy. Teacher.

George Regnaire.
71 Station Street. Scuba diving in the mid Pacific.

Lauren Retelle. Law.
50 Leslie Lane. Activities: Soccer, 10, 11, 12; Photography Club 11, 12; Swim Team 9, 10, 11, 12(Captain); Journalism 12. You’re a sad strange little man, you have my pity. Space Ranger.

Elizabeth Reybrock. Beth.
2 Hancock Drive. Activities: Yearbook 9, 10; VICA 11, 12. Elementary Teacher.

34 Bates Avenue. Activities: Class Bum 9, 10, 11, 12. Don’t spit straight up, it might land in your face. Nurse.

Kimberly Richey. Elmira.
3 Glenview Court. Activities: Library Helper 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10; Band 9, 10, 11. I want to hug you and love you to pieces. Physical Therapist.

Gregory Riley. Gregree.
73 Laurel Avenue. Activities: Football 9, 11; Hockey 11, 12; Reach Out 10, 11, 12; VICA 11, 12 (Alternate State Officer); Graphic Arts 11, 12. Special Education.

Bianca Rivera.
107 Read Avenue. Activities: West Bay Culinary Arts. When you have a dream never give up on it. Working in a restaurant.

Joseph Roch. Joe.
54 Tiffany Road. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Interact 11 (President), 12 (Advisory Board); Class Office 10 (Social Committee), 11 (Social Committee), 12 (Advisory Board); Journalism 11, 12 (Co-Editor); Honor Society 11, 12 (Treasurer); Select Chorus 12; School Play 11, 12; Peer Mediators 12. No other path no other way, no day but today. I will be Mark!

Sara Roch. Rockit
15 Lionel Ave. Activities: Soccer 9, 10. Like a rock, I’m gonna roll over you.

Deana Rossi. D-Na
868 Whaley Holow Rd. Activities: Printing and Graphic Arts 11 and 12; VICA, 11 and 12. Great. We’re all tough! Ha! Hair stylist on Rodeo Drive.

Lauren Rupp. Red.
159 Knotty Oak Rd. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11(Junior, Representative), 12(Secretary). Band 9, 10, 11, 12; WCVY 9, 10, 11(News Director), 12(Sales Manager), Flag and Dance Team 12. Yearbook 9, Class office 9, 11. National Honor Society 11, 12. Hugh O’Brian Finalist 10, Varsity Review 9, 10 (Assistant Stage Manager) 11 (Stage Manager), 12. With all the dying trees I scream

270 Hopkins Hill Road. You will never know unless you try. Writer, teacher.

Karen Saenko.
232 Blackrock Rd. Activities: ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12(Group Commander). Select Choir 9, 10, 11, 12(All-state 10, 11, 12). Jazz Singers 9, Drill Team 9, 11, 12(Inspector Commander). ROTC Staff 9, 10, 11, 12. Do, or do not...There is no try -Yoda. Air Force Pharmacist.

Michala Safford.

Jessica Salemie. Salemi.
141 Hamburger Rd. Try and try again for quitters never Win!

Janine Salois.
10 Manor Drive.

Justin Sampao. Mopar
11 Kennedy Drive. Activities: VICA Member. Automotive Tech.

Robert Sanford.
9 Parker Street.

Christine Saucy.

Leslie Sauco. Lc.
5 Gail Court. Activities: West Bay Graphic Arts 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. Slave to a weed and just as wild. Computer Graphic Designer.

Rachel Scanlon.
47 Red Oak Drive. Activities:

Here Amy Degraide and Tammy Schneider take time out from doing homework in the cafeteria to smile for the camera, as do Kerri Dillard and pals. Here, Mike Krupa gives us a quick glance while walking through the library. Here Melanie Zablocki is to engrossed in class that she can’t even smile.

Karen Saenko.
232 Blackrock Rd. Activities: ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12(Group Commander). Select Choir 9, 10, 11, 12(All-state 10, 11, 12). Jazz Singers 9, Drill Team 9, 11, 12(Inspector Commander). ROTC Staff 9, 10, 11, 12. Do, or do not...There is no try -Yoda. Air Force Pharmacist.

Michala Safford.

Jessica Salemie. Salemi.
141 Hamburger Rd. Try and try again for quitters never Win!

Janine Salois.
10 Manor Drive.

Justin Sampao. Mopar
11 Kennedy Drive. Activities: VICA Member. Automotive Tech.

Robert Sanford.
9 Parker Street.

Christine Saucy.

Leslie Sauco. Lc.
5 Gail Court. Activities: West Bay Graphic Arts 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. Slave to a weed and just as wild. Computer Graphic Designer.

Rachel Scanlon.
47 Red Oak Drive. Activities:

Student Council 9; Track 10; DECA 12; Phys Ed. Leader 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; Select Chorus 11, 12; Yearbook 11 (Junior Editor), 12 (Senior Editor); Tomorrow is a new day, fresh, with no mistakes. I guess that’s growing up. Psychologist.

Tamara Schneider. Tammy.
8 Jennifer Lane. Activities: Tennis 9; Student Council 9, 11; Photography Club 12. Don’t be bad because it’s over, be glad because it happened. Nurse/Physical Therapist.

Hollie Sheldon. O - Rien.
1034 Victory Highway. A drop is bigger then a drip, a drop drips. Physical Therapist.

Rhonda Sheridan.
10 Ann Court.

Jason Silveira.
56 Read Avenue.

Dave Simmons. Dave.
61 Hazard Street. Activities: VICA 11, 12; Snowboarding 11, 12. Your mind is a gate way to all paths, imaginable and unimaginable. Engineer.

Paul Simmons.
29 Black Walnut Drive. Activities: Work/Study 9, 10, 11, 12; Reach Out 9, 10, 11, 12; Special Olympics 9, 10, 11, 12. Love is a light that shines from heart to heart. Paleontologist.

Diane Simmonelli. Di.
35 Clark Mill Street. Activities: JV Tennis 9; Student Council 9, 12; Drill 11, 12; Photography Club 12. ‘D’ you ever dance with the devil in the pale moonlight.

Casey Slczak.
79 Nicholas Farm Road. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11; Interact 11, 12 (Vice - President); Chemistry Team 10; Hugh O’Brian Nominee 10; National Honor Society 11, 12; Volleyball 9, 10; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12. Set the gearsight for the high gear of your soul, you’ve got to run like an antelope out of control -Dude of Life. Solar Energy/Acoustical Engineer.


Jeff Southland.
50 Old North Road. Activities: VICA Member.

Arthur Souza. Artie.
16 Donna’s Way. Activities: Soccer 9, 10; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12. Insist on yourself, never imitate. Vet.

Brian Sperlongano. Bri.
47 Highwood Drive. Activities:
Becky Argall, while making a list of what to do this weekend, takes a minute to have her smile immortalized in the yearbook.

Angela Langerstrom takes time out from physics to pose. While in Mrs. Baxter’s psychology class students look and smile as Julie Ricci holds on to some sheep brains. At Vo-Tech, however, students like Joshua McLaughlin, take work very seriously.

Student Council 10, 11, 12; Math League 9, 10, 11, 12; Band 9, 10, 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; ACSL 10, 12; Chemistry Team 10. If at first you don’t succeed... lower you standards. Computer Engineer.

Scott Sprague.
6 Deer Run Road.

Elizabeth Swan. Liz.
710 Maple Valley Road. Activities: Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12 (Rep); Yearbook 9; Tennis 9, 10, 11; Track 9, 10; Hugh O’Brian Representative 10; National Honor Society 11, 12; Class Rep 12. Wonders never cease, as long as we never cease to wonder. Veterinarian.

Gregory Swanson. Swanny.
790 Colvintown Road. Activities: Football 9, 10; Mentor. Carpenter in a big company.

Katherine Swanson. Kate.
5 Pettine Street. Elementary Education.

Shawn Stasiowski. Scooter.
10 Vera Road. Activities: VIC A; Mentor Member; Active Member of the NRTC. Owning most of R.I.

Sam Stevens. Sam.
146 Poor Farm Road. Activities: Jazz Band 11, 12; Photo Club 11, 12. For a minute there I lost myself. Musician.

Valley Maple Road. Musician.

46 Clubhouse Road. Activities: Yearbook 9, 10; Interact 11, 12; Honors 9, 10, 11; Chorus 9, 10, 12. It’s been a real slice. Elementary School Teacher.

Alison Stukus.
1606 Victory Highway. Activities: Soccer 9, 11, 12. No worries, there’s always tomorrow! Pharmacist.

Daniel Sullivan. Sully.
168 Hill Street. Activities: Football 10, 11; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12. Pyro Technician.

Ralph Supper. Boris.
11 Cherry Blossom Drive. Activities: Cross Country 9; Volleyball 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 10; Track 9, 10, 11. Be who you wanna be; the people who mind don’t matter, and the people who matter don’t mind. Psychologist/Physician.

Jeffrey Sylvester.
15 White Rock Drive.

Aram Tessier. A - Ram.
30 Hill Farm Camp Road. F.B.I.

Melissa Tessier.
30 Hill Farm Camp Road. Activities: Special Olympics 9, 10, 11, 12; Hiking Club 11, 12; Work/Study 9, 10, 11, 12; Reach Out 9, 10, 11, 12. Loved people are loving people. Day Care Worker.

Katie Thomas.
5 Tamarack Trail. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Interact 11; Social Committee 9, 10, 11; Tennis 9; Volleyball 10, 11, 12. Live for what is to come, not for what has gone. Elementary Education.

Angela Towne. Ang.
3 Martin Street. What time is it? Architect.

Thomas Travers. Fat Man.
25 Reservoir Road. You think you know me. Well your wrong, you have no idea. Bookie.

Brian Turbett. Turbit.
12 Hornbeam Road. What a long strange trip it’s been. Pharmacist.

Melissa Turilli.
75 Tiffany Road. Activities: Cheerleading 9; Competition Cheerleading 9; Class Treasurer 10; School Play 11, 12; Class Social Committee 11; Class President 12. The world is a better place because of those who believe they cannot fly. Lawyer.

Suzanne Marie Upton. Suzy.
7 Acorn Street. Activities: West-Bay VICA 11, 12.

Tony Vigneau. Touch.
5 Hancock Drive. Activities: Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12(Captain); Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12(Captain). Just remember that everything will be alright in the morning. Bartender.

Jorge Villar.
50 Murray Street Apt. 37.

Tarissa Villella. Turilla.
10 Regent Street. Activities: ROTC 9, 10; Personel Officer 10; Drill Team 9, 10, 11; Squad A VICA Commander 10; Group Guide 9; Information Officer 9. Never give up on your goals! Physical Therapist.

Adam Wagner.
17A Boston Street. Activities: VICA Member; ALP Member. Truck Driver.
While eating, one of the Dixon twins looks over at Jen Gaisor and is thinking, What are you smiling at? Brooke Bamford takes time out from her busy coloring schedule to pose.

At one of Coventry's famous football games Michala Safford wonders what the football team is doing. Stephanie Chandler realizes it's last period and almost time to go home.
Where Will We Be

In the year 2008

Christine Albro - still afraid of spiders.
Desiree Amaral - finally happy... hopefully.
April Andersen - rich.
Diane Anderson - 27.
Dustin Anderson - living on the West coast.
Rebecca Argail - still a step behind.
Ronald Arver - still chillin' with Phil.
Marina Balasac - married with children living next door to Tammy.
Cassandra Bardi - walking through strawberry fields forever.
Amy Barlo - traveling, while Megan spoils a pair of bowling shoes.
Jennifer Barrett - Moody Blues concert with Jackie.
Kirk Barry - finally in my Co T mustang.
Cheshire Bate - surrounded by nice white walls.
Keri Bathgate - floating in the clouds.
Stacey Behan - still doing snow angels in a pair of shorts and shirt.
Katie Benoit - Australia, Thailand... anywhere but here.
Andrew Bent - still trying new get rich quick schemes.
Kristen Bennett - a pastor's wife.
Patrick Bennett - playing ball with the brothers.
Joseph Bento - ruler of all mankind.
Timothy Bilski - still Polish.
Diana Brennan - vacationing in Ireland.
Amy Briggs - with Jess, trying to remember what we did 10 years ago.
Michael Brown - cruisin' the Caribbean in my Black 911.
Daniel Buehner - an overpaid corporate pilot for a politician.
Robert Buell - Robert Buell.
Brian Burgjohann - living and jobless.
Thomas Burns - sleeping.
Carrie Burton - in Scotland finding my perfect match.
Staci Burton - happily married to Dave.
Meghan Butts - still sitting in my car with Steph shaking my head no.
Thomas Butts - a wildlife biologist working in a reserve somewhere.
Jessica Calcagni - still laughing.
Julie Calderone - still trying to figure out what to write in the yearbook.
Lori-Jo Calise - the next Dina Scully on the X-Files.
Gina Caprio - dating a rich guy and partying with Jerr.
Eric Caricam -- the best.
Stephanie Card - working as a nurse.
Melanie Carr - at the point waiting for Steph.
Jeffrey Cate - owner of my own construction company.
Alaina Chabot - still bad, tired.
Nicole Chabot - I will be famous.
Stephanie Chandler - sitting in Mag's car and shaking my head no.
Judi Chase - married to Artie with one kid.
David Chianesi - driving a Lex, living in NYC.
Michael Cimini - alive and living.
Douglas Coates - still trying to figure everything out.
Jennifer Colvin - chillin' in the lap of luxury.
Crystal Confreda - still driving down the wrong highway with Angela.
Jennifer Cooke - still with Pete.
Ryan Coolen - still be on top.
Jennifer Copass - a teacher, staying happy.
Lacy Corrente - 28, married to Scott.
Jeffrey Corse - hanging with Geno at the pub.
Kattie Cote - wealthy, married to Nick, taking care of Zachary.
Stephanie Cotnoir - still smiling.
Jenny Coutu - still waiting for Stef to call me back.
Elizabeth Covill - on the cover of People with Matthew McConughey.
Andrew Cox - somewhere in Florida.
Kendra Crowley - still riding around in Nellie with Jess.

Stefanie Crute - working at the Christmas Tree Shop.
Heather Curley - still hitting marshmallows.
Christine D'Abrosca - still wondering why I left Cranston.
Candice Danis - still thinking of what I can write in this book.
Amy DeGraide - still striving on stress.
Andrew DeGregory - not a Carr's pond.
Nichole DeLaire - still waiting for Melanie to get her license & car.
Julie DelBarone - married with two kids.
Raymond Demers - who knows.
Hannah Deming - Grandmaster of the DMV with my Matthew.
Jason Derrick - in a corner hiding from Kara.
Crystal Desrosiers - 28 - dead or alive.
Desiree Deyo - married to Dave with two kids.
Keri Dillard - 28 years old with a loving family and a great career.
Kelli DePetrillo - living a Cinderella life.
Christina Dixon - married with a child and successful in everything.
Deborah Dixon - still in love with Joey and complaining to Rhonda.
Beth Dlugos - first lady to Pres. Jeremy Tonet & playgroup with Nicole.
Julie Doucette - dining at the top of the Eiffel Tower.
Candice Dube - still with Scott taking care of Alexis.
Beth Dubis - still looking for Mr. Right, if there is one.
Stefani Dugas - still wanting to kill Jenny.
Daniel Dyer - 27.
Eric Easterbrooks - still imitating In Living Color; dreaming about girls.
Erik Eccleston - major in the Navy.
Stacey Emmett - running late.
Jennifer Engle - still looking for the perfect guy.
Donna Enright - watching birds eating worms with Carl.
Aaron Erioe - down by Breezy Lake with the 128 crew & keystone.
Marguerite Fage - 28, married with children.
Kristina Faries - completely lost; but driving a conv. Bentley.
Gregory Farren - working in the Marine Corps.
Gregory Fecteau - chillin' in my Lexus in NYC.
Kathy Feeny - somewhere, causing trouble, with George.
Brian Ferrari - playing in the Pros.
Jason Ferreira - working for or with Cate Dog.
Lisa Ferretti - watching 90210.
Kayla Ferri - looking at Beef Cake with Hannah & Beth.
Kristen Fogarty - starring in a movie from Pathetic Productions.
Amanda Fortier - in the navy & hacking into Pentagon computers.
Amy Fortier - getting my sister out of the brig again.
Kevin Fraser - watching the cash flow in.
Chad Fratus - Mc graphs deck.
Kimberly Fratus - married to Greg.
Megan Galeota - finding a girl for Joe.
Jennifer Gasiorek - married.
Jonathan George - still trying to be on time.
Melissa Giroux - married and teaching dance.
Kelly Gleason - in Hollywood with Batman.
Rebecca Giottone - finding new places to go with Matt.
Matthew Goddu - teaching.
Brian Goffe - happily married to Tracey.
Kimberly Golden - trying to get the girl with the umbrella off Sonja.
Alicia Goshorn - still trying to find the right man.
Keith Goward - 27.
John Gregory - dunkin on Pat in the NBA.
Sarah Groeleau - driven by a chauffeur.
Erie Guindon - still with Shannon getting accused of stuff we don't do.
Christina Guy - Married to Dave.
Trevor Hall- Dead or in Butler.
60 Seniors
Andrew Hayes - Chillin' on the 50 with Goonie Bird.
Ashley Hebert - still waiting for Buddha time with Kristie.
Shaun Hennessy - pulling Mr. Wilkinson over for speeding.
Asher Hilton - lost while traveling the world.
Jason Hodge - a highly successful person in all aspects of life.
Jacqueline Horbogen - still comfortably numb.
Jeremy Houck - rich and successful.
Michael Howard - with Drew-ha on the Fifty.
Christopher Iaci - living it up on a tropical island with Alicia.
Christina Illiano - healthier, wealthier, and wiser.
Jeanne LaMontagne - still stressing about work in medical school.
Jeffrey Langmaid - truly enjoying what I did 10 years ago.
Kathryn Lapinski - on Bahamas cruise with Becky, Liz the marines.
Michael Lapinski - rich and married to Amanda Berbera.
Rebecca Larocque - living in heaven on earth.
Dustin Lautieri - doing everything that is crazy.
Nicole Lavoie - married to Kevin & Playgroup generation with Beth.
Rebecca Lavoie - still single.
Brian Lemay - surfing the waves of the North Shore.
Justin Lewis - still searching for the perfect wave with Ryan.
Charles Lionberg - business administrator for health services.
Amy Lockwood - happily married.
Kelly Lonergan - eating BK.
Alicia Longley - married to Chris & traveling the world & rich.
Richard Lord - have a wife of my own and maybe two kids.
Nathan Lowe - a businessman.
Heather Lucia - still trying to find the driveway.
Lisa Lutranio - helping Chris pay off his debt.
Jessica Lux - living it up with Heidi in the fifth quarter.
Kasey Lynch - a news anchor for CNN.
Mason Lake - working at Home Depot.
Tom McCafferty - still dreaming of winning the lottery.
Kristie McCoy - still waiting for Buddy time with Ashley.
Shannon McGee - married.
Derrick McLaughlin - in Morocco with Christina Guy.
Josh McLaughlin - jamming with Mark, Dave, Andy at Benion St.
Alicia McLean - still clueless about my future.
Sara McQueen - living in Arizona with Stevie and Corona.
Landon Medeiros - locked in a white room with rubber bars.
Sunny Miller - own my own daycare with Christine.
Brian Moore - living in a styrofoam castle.
Joshua Moore - living in a luxury treehouse on my own tropical island.
Christine Morein - just as confused as I am now.
Sarah Mutter - studying fish off the coast of Bermuda.
Timm Nadeau - married to J.R. and touring the country.
Jessica Nalette - with Amy trying to remember what we did 10 years ago.
Mark Napoleon - owning a mansion for all my homeless friends.
Kevin Neary - successful, wealthy, and wise with Nicole in the sun.
Courtney Nelson - still chilling in Providence with Kim and all my boys.
Norman Nelson - drinking with Mark at Laroissi's house.
Michael New - playing baseball.
Kendra Nicastro - still getting lost.
Jennifer Nobrega - owning a restaurant with Baboin.
Bethany Nordin - hanging with Kelly trying to figure out our new hotties.
Robert O'Leary - still going strong.
Robert O'Neil - living life to the fullest.
Michael Otten - getting a pay check from Eric or Vince.
Anthony Pacheco - own my own stereo shop with Jay Silveria.
Nichole Pamula - still making everyone "nervous".
Allen Peabody - still late.
Michael Pettler - far away from here.
Kyle Pendola - directing horror movies with Wes Craven.
Joseph Perez - twenty - nine.
Mindie Perreault - stressin'.
Kimberly Perschau - married and rich.
Katie Pinocci - still in Vegas, rich with Danny Boy & married to Nicki.
David Jeranian - rich and eating grandma's cookies.
Philip Kennedy - still sitting on my front porch.
Rebecca Klein - on a Bahamas cruise with Kat, Liz & the marines.
Shannon Kreckel - still trying to figure out my life.
Michael Krupa - in Florida.
Frank Kuras - playing baseball.
Amy Laboissniere - 28 and married to Dennis.
Daniel Lacroix - rich in Vegas with Jacques.
Angela Lagerstrom - still chillin' with the crew.
Mason Lake - working at Home Depot.
Jeanne LaMontagne - still stressing about work in medical school.
Jeffrey Langmaid - truly enjoying what I did 10 years ago.
Kathryn Lapinski - on Bahamas cruise with Becky, Liz the marines.
Michael Lapinski - rich and married to Amanda Berbera.
Rebecca Larocque - living in heaven on earth.
Dustin Lautieri - doing everything that is crazy.
Nicole Lavoie - married to Kevin & Playgroup generation with Beth.
Rebecca Lavoie - still single.
Brian Lemay - surfing the waves of the North Shore.
Justin Lewis - still searching for the perfect wave with Ryan.
Charles Lionberg - business administrator for health services.
Amy Lockwood - happily married.
Kelly Lonergan - eating BK.
Alicia Longley - married to Chris & traveling the world & rich.
Richard Lord - have a wife of my own and maybe two kids.
Nathan Lowe - a businessman.
Heather Lucia - still trying to find the driveway.
Lisa Lutranio - helping Chris pay off his debt.
Jessica Lux - living it up with Heidi in the fifth quarter.
Kasey Lynch - a news anchor for CNN.
Mason Lake - working at Home Depot.
Tom McCafferty - still dreaming of winning the lottery.
Kristie McCoy - still waiting for Buddy time with Ashley.
Shannon McGee - married.
Derrick McLaughlin - in Morocco with Christina Guy.
Josh McLaughlin - jamming with Mark, Dave, Andy at Benion St.
Alicia McLean - still clueless about my future.
Sara McQueen - living in Arizona with Stevie and Corona.
Landon Medeiros - locked in a white room with rubber bars.
Sunny Miller - own my own daycare with Christine.
Brian Moore - living in a styrofoam castle.
Joshua Moore - living in a luxury treehouse on my own tropical island.
Christine Morein - just as confused as I am now.
Sarah Mutter - studying fish off the coast of Bermuda.
Timm Nadeau - married to J.R. and touring the country.
Jessica Nalette - with Amy trying to remember what we did 10 years ago.
Mark Napoleon - owning a mansion for all my homeless friends.
Kevin Neary - successful, wealthy, and wise with Nicole in the sun.
Courtney Nelson - still chilling in Providence with Kim and all my boys.
Norman Nelson - drinking with Mark at Laroissi's house.
Michael New - playing baseball.
Kendra Nicastro - still getting lost.
Jennifer Nobrega - owning a restaurant with Baboin.
Bethany Nordin - hanging with Kelly trying to figure out our new hotties.

So many things to do and so little time in which to do them. This sums up the Junior year. As upper classmen, we are expected to be role models, yet we have so much growing up to do ourselves and many decisions to make. This is the year we make serious career choices. Many of us enter West Bay and begin a two-year vocational technical program. We, also, take the SAT’s and begin to research colleges. Class work becomes more rigorous as the faculty gives us a taste of what the adult world will be like. Before we know it, the Winter Ball is here. This is our last social event with the Senior Class. As spring approaches, plans for the Junior Prom are finalized. When the big night arrives, we realize we have reached a milestone. The Junior Prom will be our last social event before we become the senior class. On class day, we honor and say good-bye to the Class of '97. We have arrived. With the passing of the gavel and turning over of our rings, the Junior year ends and we become the new seniors, the Class of '99.

Looks like Shawn Nolan and friends are one big happy family. David Patenaude heard that practice makes perfect.

Ben Jutras and friends, try to act suave while being photographed during lunch. Ryan Hall, on the other hand, thinks he is ready to be put on the cover of GQ.
Ben Jutras seems as though he is being drawn to the music room by an outside force, while a fellow student is contemplating just how many bricks it took to build the school. Phil Kreuger tries to convince everyone that he is the best saxophone player in the world.

Our Time is Almost Here.

Class Officers: Kathy Fitzpatrick, Vice. Pres., Justin Ferland, Sec., Steve Shayer, Treas., Laurie Hoffman, Sec.

Social Committee: Chad Znoj, Maria Conca, Jared Chattelle, Ben Fillo, Julie Dion, and Anne Bednarski.

Class Advisor
Mr. Matthew Brissette
Mrs. Judith Baxter

Class President:
Megan Doucette
Laughter is not confined to the outside world. It can happen in class. Just ask Brian Marandola.

Adam Guindon stares off to the left, hoping that he will get through the period without being called upon.

Sara Olson carefully looks over her exam. She has a definite look of confidence about the quality of her work.
Lucas Klein relaxes and rests after taking notes for most of the period. The pencil behind his ear indicates class is almost over.

Faces and posture tell us a lot about people. Scott Petrarca is calm and content with small smile and crossed arms.

Rachel Austin, on the other hand, appears to be deep in thought and trying to find an elusive answer to a question.
Jennifer Mageau looks happy and confident. She is prepared and ready to take today's exam.

Kerri Wise, with notebook open, awaits the beginning of class. There will be many notes to take today.

Jan Rollins looks up at the board to make sure that the formula he is writing in his notebook is correct and complete.
Colin Black is ready for work today. You can tell that history is one of his favorite subjects by the big smile on his face.

Apparantly Craig Kibbey can find time for a break during history class as he takes a break from his work.

Who said that school is all work and no fun. Just look at the expression on Chris Lafrenaye.

Ryan Danis
James Dawley
Derek Dawson
Christopher DeCastro
Michael DeGraide
Maryann Dellagrotta

Michael Delmonico
D. Demartino
Daniel Demers
Candace Derouin
Laura DiMaria
Julie Dion

Derek DiPetrillo
David DiTusa
Kevin Donnelly
Megan Doucette
Erin Drought
Michael Drowne

Sara Dudley
Jason Dufault
Matthew Duhowski
Joshua Duquette
John Emond
Timothy Enright
Apparently learning can be fun. What else can explain the expressions on the faces of Chris LaChance and Renee Hammond.

The period is almost over and the weekend is ready to begin. No wonder Josh Sutton and Ryan Palmiere are so happy.

Why are Kristina Cannon and Allison Blackmore so happy? Could it be that they know we will eventually have a snow day this year.
Pencils and pens also tell us something about students. Nicloe Hattoy is deep in thought, biting on the end of her pen.

Jacob Bruns, on the other hand, is relaxed and taking his test in stride. Note the calm manner in which he holds his pen.

Chris Pucino is very intense. Note the position of pen and hand. The answer will eventually surface after some concentration.

James Gibbons
Daniel Giroux
Adam Gliottone
Matthew Goddu
Dana Goff
Shannon Golomb

Deanna Gomes
Kevin Gonsalves
Steven Gosselin
Lauren Gray
Michael Greco
Arthur Greene

Dawn Greene
Ingrid Grothe
Kami Grudzien
Derek Gruslin
Matthew Gudas
Adam Guindon

Matthew Gunnip
Nathan Guthrie
Jennifer Haigh
Ryan Hall
Wayne Hallum
Renee Hammond
There are many moods in the classroom. Vanessa Amaral appears to be saying that she would prefer to be doing something else, but she can’t.

Sherri Scallon doodles in her notebooks. This is a way to collect her thoughts during a break in the class.

Alonzo Williams is doing what everyone loves to do, work on the chalk board. He is hoping that his answer will be right.
Everyone gets distracted occasionally in class. This happened to Alison Kelley, while yearbook candid shots were being taken.

Attention is the key to success. If your mind wanders, you may miss out on important class notes. Dan Demers and Ryan Palmieri do not want that to happen to them.

Nikki Ware studies her map during history class. She is looking for the places mentioned in her study guide.
What motivates juniors? Is it the desire to be happy? Shannon Feeney answers yes, with a resounding smile.

Kim would say passing her subjects and getting ready for a career after high school.

Deanna Gomes is one the bilingual students this year. She adds a cultural dimension to her classes.
Mark Weinsierl goes in for the casual look with his T-shirt. The long hair, combined with beard and mustache set him apart from the crowd.

Short hair, jeans, and sweat-shirt are part of the panorama of Oaker style. Craig Riley is a good example of this. You will find almost every style at CHS.

Katie Melara
Daniel Mello
Michael Meriano
Amy Miller
Jonathan Moore
Chenda Morris
Anthony Mosca
Jennifer Mularz
John Mulligan
Sean Mulligan
Jennifer Melineaux
Bryan Munroe
John Nascimento, Jr.
Marissa Nasiatka
Danny Neep
Jaclyn Nelson
Jamie Nelson
Shawn Nolin
Joshua O'Donnell
Justin Oliveira
Sarah Olson
Benjamin Osman
Joshua Ozel
Michael Palardy

Style is important to juniors. Their clothes and hair styles mean a lot to them. Jason Arcoraci and Dan Mello sport different hair lengths.
Jen Haigh flexes her muscles and it is not even gym class. She is excited about something. We wonder what it can be?

Richard Cacchiotti leans over to get some help from Mandy Brown. Apparently her notes are more complete than his.

What could Nicole Hatttoy be concocting? Could it be a new miracle cure for correcting and solving chemistry lab experiments.
Katie Pepper throws her hands up during class. Those complicated facts and figures seem to be getting to her.

Alicia Mahoney is waiting for the lunch break. She sneaks a glance at the clock to see how many more minutes to go.

Why is Mike Camera so happy. Its semester exam time. Can’t you tell?

Ms. Schwab’s English class gets ready to study for the semester exams. As you can tell they are enthusiastic.

Jeff Kendra enjoys being surrounded by Kim Morton and Megan Evangelista.

Jennifer Ratcliffe
Rebecca Raymond
Kelly Remick
Charles Restall
Justin Riccio
Ryan Reil

Craig Riley
Brendan Roberti
Leslie Roberts
Nicole Roberts
Rebecca Robichaud
Luc Robitaille
Mike DeGraide’s attention is somewhere else. As class comes to an end his thoughts move on to something else.

Just look at those eyes. They penetrate the person Jason Fallon is looking at. We can only wonder what topic or concept could bring about this reaction.

Stephanie Solera wants to finish her work during class time. You can see the determination on her face. No home work tonight for Stephanie.
Jeremy Coutu erases the board as he prepares to present his solution to today's science problem to the class.

Why is Jessie Collins so happy and relaxed? The grueling double period semester exams begin next week.

Camera Shy

No Photos Available

Amy Briggs
Sarah Briggs
James Carrigan
Mary Celani
Sheene Civalle
Elisa Coates
Bryan Cole
Sarah Cole
Robert Collins
Nathan Daggett
Nicholas Daggett
Jennifer Fagan
George Giovannis
Ryan Gralinski
Thomas Hall
Christopher Haskell
Nicole Hattay
Many Kelley
Christopher Lacross
Jay Langlois
Brendan Law
Judith Lemoi
Timothy McKenna
Brenda Medeiros
Faith Morris
Kimberly Morton
Gregory Motta
Robert Nester
Rebecca Nunn
Megan O'Connor
James Patenaude
Stephen Peckham
Nicholas Penardo
Justin Pope
Christopher Pucino
Sheri Scanlon
Andrew Sorenson
Kristal Tortolani
Jennifer Tracz
Jamie Tremontozzi
Richard Wade
Nathan Wilcox

Dan Demers and Ryan Palmeiri appear mesmerized by today's science lecture. Kristina Boisvert is having a good time. Apparently something amusing just happened in class.
Amelia Springer

Why is everyone so happy? This is supposed to be an exam, but Megan Doucette seems very confident and relaxed.

Allison Blackmore does not have a worry in the world. Look at the expression on her face. She has finished and put her work down on her desk and smiles with relief.

Erin Drought just stops and prepares to close her notebook. How come class is so relaxed when the yearbook photographer is there.

Amelia Springer
Craig Sroka
Stephen St. Martin
Joshua Sutton
Justin Sutton
Joshua Swanson

Jesse Sweetloice
Jason Sylvia
Jonathan Szerlag
Michael Tagliaferri
Robert Taylor
Amy Thatcher

Michael Thibodeau
Joshua Tonet
Eleanor Towne
Kristen Trainor
Heather Turner
Marcos Valladares

John-Paul Verducci
Keith Viera
Eric Vieu
Adam Wagner
Matthew Walters
Nikki Ware
Exams can produce different reactions in students. Joseph Fusco lets nothing distract him from his task.

Emily Boskos looks away from her work, searching her mind for the answer. Perhaps we have distracted her?

Nothing phases Laurie. She is actually laughing as she answers the questions. It must be nice to find class work that entertaining.

Tarah Warren
Mark Weinsierl
Alonzo Williams
Kerri Wise
Chee Kin Wu

Miriam Zagorski
Chad Znoj
Mandy Brown
Benjamin Jutras
Jen Farias

Rob Collins checks his calculator to make sure the answer is correct; while Steve Farren just waits for the bell to ring to end the first period.
The Sophomore year is a very special time in the life of a high school student. You are no longer at the bottom of the rank, but are still a good distance from the top. This is the time to prove your capabilities to the teachers and the upperclassman. It's time to show everyone that you deserve a higher status, and you are not a freshman anymore. How do you do this? You do this by getting involved in studies, sports and extracurricular activities. In fact this is the year of involvement. You join so many sports and activities that you cannot keep up with them all. Eventually you settle down with those activities you like the most and those that you will stay with for the remainder of your high school career.

It's also a time to have fun. You don't have the worries of finding out the unknown, and you don't have the responsibilities of planning your future. Although the sophomore lock-in didn't exist this year, you can still look forward to the semi-formal and other social occasions. Your sophomore year is a time to mature and a time to make memories that should last a lifetime.

Jeff Warhurst tries to get answers from the camera person. While Joe Marsella gives a reaction to his report card.

Chris Cybulski shows off his lovely feet. While Vinnie Mesollela, Julie Farren, Sue Colluci, and other sophomores show their support and school spirit from their float during the annual homecoming parade.
Look whos taking a break, Stephanie Gallo, Abbey Easterbrooks, and Abby Fogarty, as is Jessica Langlais. While Jason Foshey tries to carry a tune.

Our Time is Yet to Begin.


Class President: Lara Gast

Class Officers: Tiffany Brown, Secretary, Susan Colucci, Vice President, Kendra Lonquist, Student Council Rep. and Erin Grant, Treasurer

Class Advisor
Mr. James Erinakes
Not only is Courtney Crone happy, but she is totally relaxed. This must be the new yoga position for learning.

Krystle Beaudoin’s joy is unmistakable. She can hardly contain her emotions. Her excitement is contagious and spread to the rest of the class.

Why are these people so happy and excited? Could it be that Stephanie Andersen is looking forward to semester exams?
Pam Maine, Desiree Andre and Danielle LaBranch surround Mr. Erinakes in class. You can tell they really enjoy math.

Preparation is the key to success. Eric McNeely positions his desk so that he will be able to see everything on the board.

Rick Coy does his morning stretching exercises. This helps him to unwind and remove any stress he may have at the beginning of a new school day.

Matthew Beaulieu
Joseph Belanger
Michel Beliard
Ryan Belmore
Jeremy Bent
Joseph Bergeron

Kevin Berthiaume
George Bettez
Daniel Bezak
Paul Blais
Rebecca Blanchette
Alicia Blatt

Kelli-Ann Bliss
Carol Boga
Dawn Bonner
Terry Boudreau
Jodi Bourgoin
Jessica Brennan

Kenneth Briggs
Aaron Brown
Jonathan Brown
Tiffany Brown
Steven Budziak
Thomas Buffi
Beckie Scott is busy in the computer lab preparing copy for the next issue of the Entry. Copy fitting is a difficult and time consuming task.

Susan takes a break during class. This is one of the perks when you pose for the yearbook photographer.

Scott Erno has discovered a new method of taking notes and figuring out what the teacher will ask on the exams. Scott tells us your secret.
Each student reacts differently in the classroom. The range of emotions is wide. Amanda Costello has a big smile and is pleased with her work.

On the other hand, Justin Dugas relaxes in study after a long day. This is the time to unwind and put the day behind you.

Nothing can distract Joe Knott from his studies. He intently goes over his work, checking it for completeness before handing it in to be graded.

Amy Charpentier
Amber Chase
Michael Chase
Dawn Chevelier
Joshua Chiarini
Megan Chilton

Debra Choquette
Nicole Choquette
Matthew Cicерchia
Stephanie Coloizzo
Susan Colucci
Sarah Coons

Rochele Cooper
Jessica Corbeil
Jennifer Corbett
Katherine Corrente
Stephanie Corrente
Lauren Corse

Amanda Costello
Michael Cote
Jennifer Coutu
Richard Coy
Taylor Cresse
Ashley Croft
Joe Porter looks up confidently from his work, knowing he has grasped the full meaning of today’s class discussion.

Danny Case sits back and pauses for a few moments before going back to work on the semester exam.

Mr. Brissett smiles as watches Chris DiMicco and Rich Ratner discussing the difference between a liberal and a conservative.
Christine Fife wishes that school started later in the day. Getting started during the first period is so difficult.

Busy, busy, busy! Mike Petrarca races to finish the exam before the end of class. There are times when we wish classes were longer.
It seems that the pile of notebooks and textbooks continue to grow each year. Just ask Rebecca Champlin and Jessica Corbeil.

Ms. Swabb is getting her point across to Lara Gast. As you can see Lara is having a great time learning English.

Oakers wear a wide variety of designer clothes and sports ware, from Gap to Nike. Here, Steve Dupree sports the Adidas look.
Talk about being reserved and conservative. Rick Coy, sheds his shy, silent side, as he demonstrates to the class his true personality.

Kevin Neves gives us a nice smile as Steve Dupree breaks out laughing in the background. Steve is happy that he is not the center of the photo.

Katie Mellor has just closed her books. The period is about ready to end and she is preparing to make the long hike to her next class.
Time for a change of pace. Scott Knoll gets up to stretch and unwind as the period is about to end.

Jessica Cuminsky takes a moment to look over her notes. Mr. Brissett has kept her busy writing all period.

Joe Knott is trying very hard to avoid eye to eye contact with the yearbook camera. He pretends that we are not there, but we are.
Beth Atkins is obviously having a very good time in class. Something funny must have just happened to bring about this response.

Celina Gourd is also camera shy. She keeps hoping that we will go away and just leave her alone. Sorry, Celina, no such luck.

Frank Paolantonio is caught in the act of talking in class. Jesse Fratus is wondering who woke him up from his cat nap.
Briel DelMonaco shows off her favorite book, Jane Eyre, in her favorite class, English.

Dan Goodworth continues searching for the next answer in the reading; while Mary Baldo sits back content. Mary has already finished her assignment.

There are some people that you cannot get to smile and pose for the camera. Thankfully, Kendra Longquist is not one of them.
Super heroes are still alive and well. If you don’t believe us, check out the T-shirt on Jeremy Bent. Just who is that blue-clad character?

Some people have the ability to concentrate and block out all distractions. Derek Gould’s attention is riveted to his assignment.

Mike Cote and Jessica Brennan enjoy a moment of laughter. What could have triggered this type of response?

Kevin Petersen
John Petrarca
Michael Petrarca
Shannon Petrarca
Peter Piascik
Heather Piasczyk
Virginia Pierce
Jean Philip Pirotte
Joseph Porter
David Porto
Mark Potter
Jessica Powell
Jarid Price
Amy Provencher
Jessica Rainville
Michelle Rastelli
Jill Ratcliffe
Richard Ratner
James Rebello
Lee Fan Rekas
Jamie Rekrut
Tina Renneisen
Joseph Rapoza
Kristine Reuter
Ryan Belmore smiles for the camera - social studies is the place to be, right, Mr. Lyons.

Lynn Brinadamour, Toni Caprio, Amy Ferraz and Jodi-Lyn Pesaturo really enjoyed the break during class as our roving photographer took several candid shots.

History is obviously a lot of fun. Look at the thumbs up. Jason Saballa is signaling to his classmates.
Chris Dufour takes a moment to collect his thoughts. It has been a busy note taking day. You need that mini-break to restore your energy.

Some people have the ability to concentrate and block out all distractions. Just ask Derek Gould.

History is very enjoyable to Josh Chiarini. What else could possible trigger such a smile?
The simple raising of the hand is a sure way to get the teacher’s attention, while expressing an orderly way of interaction in the classroom setting.

Classroom situations bring about many responses. Some students flash big smiles; while others appear to be deep in thought.

Jen Lyons is having so much fun in her history class. By the looks of her smile, learning can be enjoyable as well as rewarding.
It is amazing what people will do to get into the yearbook. Just look at the facial expression on this student.

Jonathan Groleau pretends to looks just like the man on his shirt. What a contemplative pose.

No edition of the Knotty Oak would be complete without the sleeping photo of the unidentified student.

Nicole Kelly and Jessica Corbeil discuss some very important matters during this candid moment.

Karl, you should have attended more staff meetings and this photo would not have gotten in.
This is a big year for Freshmen. New doors will open and new opportunities arise. The freshman year is filled with exciting and different events, such as Spirit Week, Homecoming, and the Freshman Formal. It all begins on the first day of school when every student is appalled at the crowd of students and trying to find their homerooms. During homeroom they struggle trying to figure out their schedules, locate their lockers, fill out forms and get ready for their first class. Armed with the knowledge of odd and even days they make their way through the maze of corridors and reach their first class. By the end of first period, they are weighed down with books and homework, yes, there is even talk of a quiz for the next class. There is even talk about exams and papers. School has really begun. Lunch time arrives. The cafeteria is jammed and we have difficulty finding our friends. We realize there is nobody there we know. After lunch we headed for our last class. Only one more period and the day will be done. At 1:45 PM the bell rings - the day is over. We made it. We survived. Now, we are a part of Coventry High School!

During Freshman orientation, best friends Catherine McArkle and Kelly Rabbit, flash their pearly whites.

While in the lunch room, two of Coventry’s finest girl’s soccer players, Jen Ferrari, Natalie Coolen, smile away at the camera. Why are they so happy? Could it be that lunch time was their only chance to rest today.
While attending Freshman orientation during the summer, Erin Mulligan, Kayla Mutter and Pete take time to sit down and absorb all that they have learned.

Our Time Has Just Begun

Social Committee: Lauren Mahoney, Sarah Hebert, Amanda Falcone, Erika Mahar, Melissa Mao, Brad Kirton

Class President: Chris Cohen

Class Officers: Catie McArdle, Secretary; Kelly Lynch, Student Council Representative.

Class Advisor Patricia Kelly
Rachael Acquaviva
Paige Albro
Nicole Ancil
John Anderson
John Andrea
Eleene Andrews

Angelo Appollonio
Jennifer Appollonio
Erin Arcand
Jennifer Arnold
David Baich
Diana Barker

Zachary Beaudoin
John Befort
Richard Bell
Stacy Bellemare
Dylan Bennett
Ronald Benoit

Andrew Bequette
Michael Berndtson
Daniel Bigelow
Jonathan Bird
Ashley Black
James Brady

Michaela Branch
Heather Brennan
Patricia Brennan
Shannon Brennan
Lynn Brindamour
Jessica Brissette

Alisha Brown
Derek Bruner
Shannon Burke
Amanda Burns
Scott Burns
Candace Cain

James Calderone
Jamie Cambell
Michael Cambell
Joshua Capron
Angela Card
Raquel Card
The Class of 2001 has begun its career at CHS. The students attend their first assembly and are introduced to the staff and administration.

Prior to the opening of school, a series of step up days were held to orientate the freshmen to the building and the programs the high school has to offer.

Step up days were vigorous, consisting of a series of meetings with faculty, coaches and activities advisers. Graham Field takes a break from the action.
Looking for a place to find our friends, many of us located the library. We would be spending many hours here researching papers for our classes.

The first day was hectic. We made our way to home room and got our schedules. Amanda Falcone and Shannon Faye try to figure out their schedules.

Sitting and waiting became a part of our orientation day. Matt Maguire and Jessica Templeton sit in the cafeteria, awaiting instructions.
After home room we went to the auditorium. Gloriann Cruz listens intently to the principle, Mr. Wilkinson, explain rules and regulations.

Nothing phases some freshmen. Jen Ferrari smiles and relaxes. She is not intimidated by the size and scope of the high school.

The first class begins. Rochelle Tierney can't believe notes on the first day, while Dylon Bennett looks at the board to make sure he doesn't miss anything.

Charles Dion
John Dionne
Tracy Diorio
Thomas Diramo
Lauren DiTusa
Ashley Domina

Amy Donnelly
Matthew Doucette
Catherine Dowling
Georgia Drought
Amy Dwelly
Mark Ellis

Allan Faella, Jr.
Amanda Falcone
Shannon Fay
Timothy Feeley
Alexander Felice
Michael Fenton

John Ferns
Brian Ferragamo
Jennifer Ferrari
Amy Ferraz
Jessica Fico
Graham Field
Library orientation is another experience. The librarians tell us what is available and how we can get the information we need to do our research.

Study is a new experience. Some of us actually have time to work on assignments during the day. With the amount of work we have, we need that time.

Settling down to the routine is easy for most of us. Amanda Falcone quickly adjusts to her new surroundings and gets down to work.
One of the first problems to conquer is how to get around the building. It can be confusing. Just ask Lori Teto, as she stands by the gym.

Nothing seems to bother Jay. He has located all of his classes and sits back, waiting for the bell to ring and send him on his way to his next room.

Making out a travel or library pass is different. There are different colors for different weeks and library passes have to be obtained before home room.
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Raquel Card lets nothing bother her as she sits in the library enjoying a few moments of well earned peace and quiet and no notes to take.

Culture shock is part of the freshman experience. Teachers assign work, to include papers and exams on the first day. Just look at the expression on Bailey Fox.

Finally lunch time arrives. Shawn Hoxie just lets all the stress go as he sits and relaxes. There is still one more period to go.